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There is no person in the annals of history more maligned
and defamed as Adolf Hitler. The reason for this is more
profound than most people even realize.

The manner in which this is accomplsihed - through
exaggerations, inventions, and outright lies - is also more
profound than most people realize.

But this isn't the purpose of this pamphlet series. The
purpose is to present the truth about Adolf Hitler and his
life's work.

Contrary to the malignantly 'evil' caricature invented, and
relentlessly promoted, by the controlled media and
'acadamia', Adolf Hitler was a deeply spiritual and decent
man.

Rather than seek personal gratifications and gain, Hitler
sought, and fought for, a more decent world.

Nothing better illustrates this point more than his shared
thoughts in Chapter II of Mein Kampf: Learning And Suffering
In Vienna.

It is in this chapter that Adolf Hitler describes his
'transformation' from 'being a soft-hearted cosmopolitan [to
becoming] ardently anti-Semitic.'

He descrbes this as a 'great internal conflict' in himself. How
he struggled not to be 'unjust' in his conclusions as he
became more and more aware about the 'Jewish problem.'

Ultimately his experiences made reason triumph over
sentiment. When reading the following words, one cannot
but be struck by the inner decency that drove Hitler to the
obvious conclusions.

In fact, anyone who values honor and decency cannot but
recognize the same realizations that persist in our world to
this very day.

Those who do recognize this will understand why this man
cannot be seen as anything but profoundly decent - in a
world dominated by the very opposite of all that word
implies.

Editor's Foreward
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Discovery - Social and Cultural

Confused by the mass of impressions I received from the
architectural surroundings, and depressed by my own
troubles, I did not at first distinguish between the
different social strata of which the population of that
mammoth city was composed. Although Vienna then had
about two hundred thousand Jews among its population
of two millions, I did not notice them.

During the first weeks of my sojourn, my eyes and my
mind were unable to cope with the onrush of new ideas
and values. Not until I had gradually settled down in my
new surroundings, and the confused picture began to
grow clearer, did I gain a closer insight into my new
world, and with that I came up against the Jewish
problem.

I will not say that the manner in which I first became
acquainted with it was particularly pleasent. In the Jew I
still saw a man who was of a different religion, and,
therefore, on grounds of human tolerance, I was against
the idea that he should be attacked because he had a
different faith. Consequently I considered that the tone
adopted by the anti-Semitic press in Vienna was
unworthy of the cultural traditions of a great people. The
memory of certain events which happened in the Middle
Ages came to my mind, and I felt that I should not like to
see them repeated.

My ideas about anti-Semitism changed...in the course of
time, But that was the change which I found most
difficult. It cost me a great internal conflict within
myself, and it was only after months of struggle between
reason and sentiment that the former gained victory.
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Two years later sentiment rallied to the side of reason
and became a faithful guardian and counsellor. At that
time of this bitter inner struggle between calm reason
and the sentiments in which I had been brought up, the
leassons I learned on the streets of Vienna were of
invaluable assistance.

A time came when I no longer passed blindly along the
streets of the mighty city, as I had done in the early days,
but now with my eyes open, not only in order to study the
buildings, but also the human beings. Once, when
passing through the oldest part of the city, I suddenly
encountered a creature in a long caftan and wearing
black sidelocks. My first thought was, is this then, a Jew?

They certainly did not have this appearence in Linz. I
watched the man stealthly and cautiously, but the
longer I gazed at that strange countenence and
examined it feature by feature, the more the question
shaped itself in my brain, 'Is this, then, a German?'

As was always my habit with such experiences, I turned
to books for help in removing my doubts. For the first
time in my life I bought myself some anti-Semitic
pamphlets, for a few pence, but unfortunately they all
began with the assumption that the reader had at least a
certain degree of information on the Jewish question or
was even familiar with it.

Moreover, the tone of most of these pamphlets was such
that I became doubtful again, because the statements
made were partly superficial and the proofs
extraordinarily unconvincing. For weeks, and indeed
months, I returned to my old way of thinking.
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The subject appeared so enormous and the accusations were
so far reaching that I was afraid of being unjust and so I
became again anxious and uncertain.

Naturally, I could no longer doubt that here it was not a
question of Germans who happened to be of a different
religion, but rather that it was a question of an entirely
different people, for as soon as I began to investigate the
matter and observe the Jews, Vienna appeared to me in a
different light.

Any indecision which I may still have felt about that point was
finally removed by the activities of a certain section of the
Jews themselves.

A great movement, called Zionism, the aim of which was to
assert the national character of Judaism, was stongly
represented in Vienna.

To all outward appearences, it seemd as if only one group of
Jew championed this movement, while the great majority
disapproved of it, or even repudiated it, but a closer
investigation of the situation showed that since that part of
Jewry which was styled 'liberal' did not disown the Zionists as
if they were not a member of their race, but rather as brother
Jews who publicly professed their faith in an unpractical, and
even dangerous way, there was no real rift in their internal
solidarity. This fictitous conflict between the Zionists and the
'liberal' Jews soon disgusted me: for it was false through and
through and therefore in direct contradiction to the moral
dignity and immacualte character on which that race has
always prided itself.

What soon gave me food for serious thought was the insight
which I gradually gained into the activities of the Jews in
certain walks of life.
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Was there any shady undertaking, any form of foulness,
especially in cultural life, in which at least one Jew did
not participate?

On probing to the heart of this kind of abomination, one
discovered, like a maggot in a rotten body, a tiny Jew,
who was apt to be blinded when thus exposed to the
light of day.

In my eyes the charge against Judaism became a grave
one the moment I discovered the scope of Jewish
activites in the press, in art, in literature and in the
theater.

All uncertain protests were now more or less futile. One
needed only to look at the posters and to study the
names of the authors of the appalling productions
advertised as being performed in the cinemas and
theaters, to become hardened against the Jews.

Here was a pestilence, a moral pestilence, with which
the public was being infected. It was worse than the
black plague of long ago. And in what doses this poison
was manufactured and distributed!

Naturally, the lower the moral and intellectual level of
such an author of 'artistic' products, the more
inexhaustible his fecundity, and at times it even seemed
as though these creatures turned out their stuff like
machines and hurled it at the public. In this connection
we must remember there is no limit to the number of
such writers.

One ought to realise that for one Goethe, Nature may
bring into existence ten thousand such scribblers who
act as the worst kind of germ-carriers in poisoning the
human soul.
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I then began to investigate carefully the names of all
the fabricators of those unclean products which
played such a big part in the cultrual life of the
public. The result of that investigation was still more
unfavorable to the attitude which I had hitherto held
in regard to the Jews. Though my feelings might
rebel a thousand times, reason now had to draw its
own conclusions.

The fact that nine-tenths of all the 'smutty'
literature, artistic 'tripe' and theatrical banalities,
has to be charged to the account of a people who
formed scarcely one percent of the nation could not
be gainsaid. It was there and had to be admitted.

Then I began to examine my favorite 'world press.'
with that fact before my mind.

Its brilliant theatrical criticisms always praised the
Jewish authors and its adverse criticism was
reserved exclusively for the Germans.

The general tone was so openly derogratory to the
Germans that this must have been definitely
intentional.

To whose interest was this? Or was it mere chance?
In attempting to find an answwer to these questions
I gradually became more and more dubious.

The process was hastened by glimpses which I
gained of another aspect of the case, namely, the
general conception of manners and morals which
was openly upheld and put into practice by a large
section of the Jews. Here again the life which I
observed in the streets taught me by living example.
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The part which the Jews played in the evil of
prostitution, and more especially in the white slave
traffic, could be studied here better than in any
other Western European city, with the possible
exception of certain ports in Southern France.

Walking by night along the streets of the
Leopoldstadt, almost at every turn, whether one
wished it or not, one witnessed certain incidents of
which the majority of Germans knew nothing until
the War made it possible, and indeed inevitable, for
the soldiers to see such things on the Eastern front.

A cold shiver ran down my spine when I first
ascertained that it was the cold-blooded and
shameless Jew who showed his consummate skill in
conducting a sordid and vicarious trade among the
dregs of the big city. I was filled with wrath.

I had now no more hesitation about investigating the
Jewish problem in all its details. Henceforth, I was
determined to do so, but as I learned to track down
the Jew in all the different spheres of cultural and
artistic life, and in the various manifestations of this
life everwhere, I suddenly came upon him where I
had least expected to find him.

I now realised that the Jews were the leaders of the
Social Democracy. In the face of that revelation the
scales fell from my eyes. My long inner struggle was
at an end.
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In my relations with my fellow-workmen I was often
astonished to find how easily and how often they changed
their opinions on the same question, sometimes within a few
days and sometimes even within the course of a few hours.

I found it difficult to understand how men, who always had
reasonable ideas when I spoke to them as individuals,
suddenly lost all reasonableness the moment they came
under the influence of the mass. I was often on the verge of
despair.

I was able to understand their position fully. They were
dissatisfied with their lot and cursed the fate which had hit
them so hard. They hated their employers, whom they looked
upon as the heartless agents of their cruel destiny.

Often they used abusive language against the public officials,
whom they accused of having no sympathy with the situation
of the working people, They made public demonstrations
against the cost of living and paraded through the streets in
defense of their claims.

At least this could be explained in the light of reason, but
what was impossible to understand was the boundless
hatred they expressed against their fellow citizens, how they
disparaged their own nation, mocked at its greatness, reviled
its history, and dragged the names of its most illustrious men
in the gutter. This hostility towards their own kith and kin,
their own native land and home was as irrational as it was
incomprehensible. It was against Nature.

Politics - Marxist
Argumentation
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One could cure this malady temporarily, but only for some few
days, or at most for some few weeks, but on meeting those
whom one believed to have been coverted one found that
they had reverted to their old way of thinking and were again
the prey of perverse opinions.

I gradually discovered that the Social Democratic press was
mainly controlled by Jews, but I did not attach special
importance, for the same was true of the other newspapers.

In this connection there was, however, one striking fact,
namely, that there was not a single newspaper with which
Jews were connected that could be spoken of as 'national' in
the sense that I, with my education and convictions, used that
word.

Making an effort to overcome my personal reluctance, I tried
to read articles in the Marxist press. However, as my aversion
increased tenfold, I set about learning something of the
people who wrote and published this mischievious stuff---
from the publisher downwards, all of them were Jews!

I got hold of as many Social Democratic pamphlets as I could
and looked up the names of the authors--Jews all!

I noticed the names of nearly all their leaders and most of
them belonged to the chosen race, whether they were
members of the Reichsrat (Imperial Council), trade-union
secretaries, chairmen of various organizations or street
agitiators.

Everywhere the same sinister picture presented itself. I shall
never forget the list of names--Austerlitz, David, Ellenbogen,
and others.
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One fact became quite evident to me, namely, that this alien
race held in its hand the leadership of the Social Democratic
Party with whose minor representatives I had been disputing
for months past. I was happy at last to know for certain that
the Jew was not German.

Thus I learnt to know throughly those who were leading our
people astray. One year in Vienna has sufficed to convince me
that no worker is so rooted in his preconceived notions that he
will not surrender them in face of better and clearer
arguments and explanations.

Gradually I became an expert in the doctrine of the Marxists
and used this knowledge as an instrument to drive home my
own firm convictions. I was successful in nearly every case.

The great masses can be rescued, but a lot of time and a
great deal of effort must be devoted to such work. A Jew, on
the other hand, can never be rescued from his fixed notions.

I was then simple enough to attempt to show them the
absurdity of their teaching. Within my small circle I talked to
them until my throat ached and my voice grew hoarse. I
believed that I could finally convicne them of the danger
inherent in the Marxist nonsense. But I achieved the very
opposite. It seemd to me that a growing insight into the
disastrous effects of the Social Democratic doctrine in theory
and in practice only served to strengthen their opposition.

The more I debated with them the more familiar I became
with their tactics in debate. At the oustset they counted upon
the stupidity of their opponents; but when the got so
entangled that they could not find a way out, they played the
trick of acting the innocent simpleton.
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Should they fail, in spite of their tricks of logic, they
acted as if they could not understand the counter-
arguments and feeling themselves cornered, hastily
transferred the discussion to another field. They uttered
truisms and platitudes; and, if you accepted these, took
this acceptance as applying to other problems and
matters differing essentially from the original theme.

If you cornered them on this point they would escape
again, and could not force them to make any precise
statement.

Whenever one tried to get a firm grip on any of these
apostles, one's hand grasped only a slimy jelly which
slipped through the fingers, he coagulated again only a
moment afterwads.

If your arguments were so telling that your adversary felt
forced to give in on account of those listening and if you
then thought that at least you had gained ground, a
surprise was in store for you on the following day. The
Jew would be utterly oblivious to what had happened
the day before, and he would start once again by
repeating his former absurdities, as if nothing had
happened.

Should you become indignant and remind him of
yesterday's defeat, he pretended astonishment and
could not remember anything, except that on the
previous day he had proved that his statements were
correct.

Sometimes I was dumbfounded. I do not know what
amazed me the most--their quickness in repartee or the
artful way in which they dressed up their falsehoods. I
gradually came to hate them.
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Yet all this had its good side, because the better I came to
know the real leaders, or at least the propagators of Social
Democracy, the more did my love for my own people increase
accordingly.

Considering the satanic skill which these evil counsellors
displayed, who could blame the unfortunate victims? Indeed,
I found it extremely difficult to prove a match for the didactic
profidity of that race.

How futile was it to try to win over such a people, seeing that
they distorted the truth, denied the very words they had just
uttered and used them again a few moments afterwards to
serve their own ends in argument!

The better I came to know the Jew, the easier it was to excuse
the workers.

In my opinion, the most culpable were not to be found among
the workers, but rather among those who did not think it
worthwhile to take the trouble to sympathise with these, and
in accordance with the iron law of justice to give the hard-
working son of the people what was his, while at the same
time executing his seducer and corrupter.

Moved by my own experiences, I now began to investigate
more thoroughly the sources of the Marxist teaching itself.

Parody 1 0 pfennig notgeld

issued in 1 921 shows Jewish

banking caricatures living

it up - while the ethnic

Germans suffered horribly.

All part of the 'allied' rape

of Germany's resources

imposed via the infamous

Versailles Treaty. [See

Appendix]
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Moved by my own experiences, I now began to investigate
more thoroughly the sources of the Marxist teaching itself. Its
effects were well known to me in detail, one needed only a
little imaginaton in order to be able to forecast the inevitable
consequences.

The only question now was, 'Did the founders foresee the
effects of their work in the form which it was eventually to
assume, or were the founders themselves the victims of an
error?'

To my mind both alternatives were possible.

If the second question had to be answered in the affirmative,
then it was the duty of every thinking person to push his way
into the forefront of this sinister movement with a view to
preventing it from producing the worst possible results.

But if it were the first question which had to be answered in
the affirmative, then it must be admitted that the original
authors of this evil which has infected the nations were devils
incarnate, for only the brain of a monster, and not that of a
man, could plan an organization whose activites must finally
bring about the collapse of human civilization and turn this
world into a desert waste.

Such being the case, the only alternaitve left is to fight, and in
that fight to employ all the weapons which the human spirit,
human intellect and human will could furnish, leaving it to
Fate to decide in whose favor the balance should tilt.

Conclusions - The Greater
Meaning
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I began to gather information about the authors of this
teaching, with a view to studying the prinicples of the
movement. The fact that I attained my object sooner that I
could have anticipated is due to the insight into the Jewish
question which I had recently gained, slight as it was.

This newly acquired knowledge alone enabled me to make a
practical comparison between reality and the theoretical talk
of the founders of Social Democracy, because I now
understood the language of the Jew.

I realised that the Jew uses language for the purpose of
dissimulating his thoughts or at least veiling them, so that his
real aim cannot be discovered in his words, but rather by
reading between the lines. This was the moment at which my
opinions underwent the greatest transformation which I had
as yet experienced; from bieng a soft-hearted cosmopolitan I
became ardently anti-Semitic.

Only on one further occasion, and that for the first time, did I
give way to oppressing thoughts which caused me some
moments of profound anxiety. As I critically reviewed the
activities of the Jewish people throughout long periods of
history I became perplexed and asked myself whether, for
inscrutable reasons beyond the comprehension of poor
mortals such as ourselves, Destiny might not have irrevocable
decreed that the final victory should go to this small people?

May it not be that this people which lives only for the things of
this earth has been promised the earth as a reward?

Have we, from the objective point fo view, a right to fight for
self-preservation or is this right subjective?
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Fate answered the question inasmuch as it led me to
make a detached and exhaustive inquiry into the Marxist
teaching and the activites of the Jewish people in
connection with it. The Jewish doctrine of Marxism
repudiates the aristocratic principle of Nature and
substitutes for the eternal right of might and strength,
the dead weight of sheer numbers. Thus it denies the
individual worth of the human personality, disputes the
teaching of nationality and race are of primary
significance, and by doing this deprives Man of the very
foundations of his existence and civilization.

If the Marxist teaching were to be accepted as the
foundation of the life of the universe, it would lead to
the diasppearence of all order that is conceivable to the
human mind, and thus the adoption of such a law would
provoke chaos in the structure of the greatest organism
that we know, with the result that the inhabitiants of this
earthly planet would finally disappear.

Should the Jew, with the aid of his Marxist creed,
triumph over the peoples of this world, his crown will be
the funeral wreath of mankind, and this planet will once
again follow its orbit through ether, devoid of human life,
as it did millions of years ago.

Nature, the eternal, takes merciless vengeance on those
who defy her laws. Therefore, I believe today that my
conduct is in accordance with the will of the Almighty
Creator. In resisting the Jew I am defending the
handiwork of the Lord.
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Commentary

Adolf Hitler dictated Mein Kampf to Rudolf Hess, who acted as

scribe, while both were in Landesburg prison following the failed

Munich putsch of 9 November 1923. There are a few points

regarding the above passage that are relevant and valuable today,

96 years later.

The first is important for the sake of justice.

As mentioned in the introduction of this pamphlet, Adolf Hitler was

far from the pathological 'evil' the 'victors' have made him out to

be. It is clear that his conflict with the Jew was not based upon any

innate 'hatred'. Adolf Hitler's actions regarding the Jews were

based upon a sense of deep morality and a sense of duty to civility,

as well as his respect for Nature and the earth itself.

His inner struggle evidences his innate desire to tolerate those of

different faiths and different cultures, as well as those who may be

but merely led astray by confused thinking and mental

manipulations.

His resistance to anti-Semitism after reading the more incendiary

literature shows his personal dignity in a bright light. Hitler wasn't

going to accept an argument - especially one 'so enormous and the

accusations...so far reaching' - without real proofs. His inner

morality, his 'fear' of being unjust, would not allow that.

His conclusions about the Jewish influence in society were based

upon very real and very legitimate concerns. In fact, it took two

years of investigations and lived experiences to finally allow his

reason to overcome his 'sentiment'.
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Even after his discoveries relating to the fact that the
Jews were the main force behind the vulgar and
debauched trends in 'art' and 'literature', as well as
prostitution and the white slave trade, he still thought
that he could reason with the Jew. It was only after those
experiences - when he saw that they were not prone to
reason, but deception and 'perfidity' instead - that he
finally came to 'hate them'.

Contrary to the 'pop' caricature invented and foisted
upon the world, Adolf Hitler was a deeply decent Man. In
fact, what the Jew and its henchmen have done to the
memory of this man glaringly vindicates his every point.

The next point is relevant for people of today.

With the dawn of the world-wide-web, the truths
regarding Adolf Hitler and National Socialist Germany
have finally had a chance to see the light of day. Many
people who discover the value in National Socialism, as
well as those who discover the facts about Germany's
greater struggle, are reluctant to believe them - or
embrace them - despite all the evidences. The level of
cognitive dissonace is astounding.

This phenomenon is also explained in Hitler's remarks.
Decent people worry that it would be 'unjust' to come to
similar conclusions. This is a thousand more times more
agonizing today than it was during Hitler's era. The full
on lies impacted into the psyche of the people in the
West since 1945 - actually, even before - are very hard to
overcome.

But there is an important point to be made regarding this
phenomenon.
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While justice and truth demand a recognition of the
facts regarding Adolf Hitler and National Socailist
Germany - and their Olympic Struggle for Decency and
Honor - that is not the greater demand.

One can disregard those truths and claim a fear of
censure, a fear of ostracism, a fear of livelihood, etc. - it's
historical after all. But if one dares to lay claim to any
sense of decency, to any sense of honor, one cannot
ignore the facts as they are in OUR DAY.

The reality is that the issues which Adolf Hitler described
above - and his conclusions about them - are the same
today as they were then. In fact, they are intensely more
accute.

The levels of depravity cannot be measured: children are
exposed to vulgar displays of perversity during 'pride
parades' while their parents laugh at their dismay;
children are taken to libraries where they are read
stories promoting unnatural sexuality by creatures once
portrayed as demons who sought a child's soul; young
men and women, as well as outright children, are used
as sex toys and sold into white slavery by the very
individuals, and their agents, that the people entrust
with the laws of the land. The entire 'pizzagate'
revelation should have brought the full force of law
down on those involved, but instead it was pushed out of
the public's mind and despite all the evidences of child
abuse and even murder, nothing was done about it.

And behind each of these atrocities against the
innocence of childhood lies the same nefarious creature
Adolf Hitler had the courage to unmask - the jew.
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It's the same with politics.

The 'immigrant' invasions of Europe and the u.s. are the
works of the jew and their greedy henchmen in
'government'.

Zionists instigated the mass migration of the Muslim
populations by the unrelenting conflicts created by the
rogue occupiers of Palestine and their slave 'warriors' -
primarliy supplied by the u.s. and its occupational
'government'.

Jew communists pay for and promote the mass
migrations from south america and africa into the u.s. -
all in the guise of 'humanitarian' principles. They hire
brainless goofs to positions in government who are
quickly implimenting marxist policies under the guise of
'socialist' principles. The american masses are so
ignorant themselves they don't even realize that
everything they take for granted now will, in a short time,
be but a dream.

Those in the u.s. who do have a sense of the doom that
awaits, put their faith in a zionist pig who has from the
start only made promises in their best interests. Always
doing things half-assed, or halting the 'program'
altogether. But hey, more slaves are at work and the new
tax code gave people a few hundred extra bucks a year.

Sources and proofs could be offered here, but that
would take up a lot of space and they're not even
necessary - this is all being played out right in front of
the eyes of the world. None of this is a mystery.

In fact, the jews aren't even nervous to have these things
pointed out - they boast about it.
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It's the same with the media - 'news' and 'entertainment'. The
jewish control of these industries - which alone are the
'educators' of this now sick and twisted 'society' - is now a
cliche. Here too they don't hesitate to boast about it.

The fact is, everything that Adolf Hitler unmasked in his Fight
for Decency, Dignity, and Honor has been put on full display
with the destruction of that last Champion for the soul of
Dignity.

The world can embrace the defamations of that Man and his
courageous people. It can pretend that they were nothing
more than an abberation in the annals of 'history'. But as the
days progress further and further from that fateful era, the
truth is: Adolf Hitler was right.

And nothing will change that fact - Eternity knows, Nature
knows, and every truly decent person knows.

Every classic Aryan philosophy recognizes the decline of man
- from a Golden Age, to a Silver Age, to a Bronze Age, to an
Iron Age. The ages end with a complete destruction which
opens the way to a world renewal. Savitri Devi, whom some
have called the High Priestess of Hitlarism, named Adolf
Hitler the One-before-the-last. Devi described him as a 'Man
Against Time'. A man who made the courageous, but doomed
to fail, attempt at restoring the Golden Age Ideal of a just and
honorable world governed by the Natural Laws of Creation.
The attempt was doomed to fail because the age of decline
must lead to the destruction of all that is contrary to Nature's
Rule, in order to start fresh.

Hitler saw this in his mind's eye - yet he gave those who
would listen one last chance.
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It is said that the Great Destroyer, Kalki, will come when there
are no 'good ones' left. As the years progress there are fewer
and fewer. It's a fatalistic belief.

Yet this is something not often considered: the jew does not
concern itself with a 'hereafter'. Everything it's obssessed
with is 'of this world'. But it is not a sustainer - it's a consumer
and a destroyer. This is its role. It is not, as Hitler surmized for
a very short moment, Destiny's intent to 'promise them the
earth as reward.'

Devi named the jew as agent of the 'forces of death'. Whether
one chooses to believe this esoteric philosophy or not, one
thing stands up to pure reason.

In the event that the jew does destroy all other recognizable
entities on earth - in particular, the true creative sustainers of
civilizations...the White Race - it will have nothing by which to
support itself. It too will be destroyed by its own making.

It may not care today - 'eat drink and be merry, for tomorrow
you die' - but the nightmare to come for those who find
themselves in it will be real this time.

For any human - and anti-human - to be so short-sighted only
reveals its ignorance. This earth is billions of years old. Known
history is several thousand - at the most. This period of mortal
life on earth is not even a 'blink of an eye' - it's miniscule,
infinitesimal in time.

Adolf Hitler was far-sighted. His concerns were on behalf of
the current era - he cared enough to try to save it. That the
world rejected him is more an indictment against itself than it
is against Adolf Hitler.

Those whose Being live in Eternity can only smile at the
thought of this Great and Courageous Man.
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APPENDIX
The following is an excerpt found in Benton L. Bradberry's
excellent work, The Myth Of German Villainy. It evidences Adolf
Hitler's honest descriptions of jew control of every facet of German
life. This control was accomplished via dominace of banking and
'high finance'. Still the modus operandi of today.

In his book "Mein Leben als deutscher Jude" (My Life as a
German Jew), 1980, Dr. Nahum Goldman describes the
"phenominal rise of German Jewry" as follows: "German

Jewry, which found temporary end during the Nazi

period, was one of the most interesting and for modern

Jewish history most influencial centers of European

Jewry. During the era of emancipation, i. e. in the

second half of the nineteenth and in the early

twentieth century, it had experienced a meteoric

rise. . . it had fully participated in the rapid

industrial rise of Imperial Germany, made a

substantial contribution to it and acquired a renowned

position in German economic life. Seen from the

economic point of view, no Jewish minority in any

other country, not even that in America could possibly

compete with the German Jews. They were involved in

large scale banking, a situation unparalled elsewhere,

and, by way of high finance, they had also penetrated

German industry. A considerable portion of the

wholesale trade was Jewish. They controlled even such

brances of industry which is in general not in Jewish

hands. Examples are shipping or the electrical

industry, and names such as Baillin and Rathenau do

confirm this statement. I hardly know of any other

branch of emancipated Jewry in Europe or the American

continent that was as deeply rooted in the general

economy as was German Jewry. American Jews of today

are absolutely as well as relatively richer than the

German Jews were at the time, it is true, but even
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in America with its unlimited possibilities the Jews

have not succeeded in penetrating into the spheres of

industry (steel, iron, heavy industry, high finance,

shipping) , as was the case in Germany.

Their position in intellectual life of the country was

equally unique. In literature, they were represented

by illustrious names. The theatre was largely in their

hands. The daily press, above all in its

internationally influencial sector, was essentially

owned or controlled by them. As paradoxical as this

may sound today, after the Hitler era, I have no

hesitation to say that hardly any section of the

Jewish people has made such extensive use of the

emancipation offered to them in the nineteenth century

as the German Jews!

In short, the history of the Jews in Germany from 1870

to 1933 is probably the most glorious rise that has

ever been achieved by any branch of the Jewish

people" . Dr. Nahum Goldmann

Further, acccording to Goldmann, "The majority of the

German Jews were never fully assimilated and were much

more Jewish than the Jews in other West European

countries. "

What Goldman revealed, perhaps inadvertently, was that, precisely

as the Nazis were saying, the Jews had taken control of most of

Germany's institutions. Yet, they numbered less than 1% of the

German population, and as Goldmann also points out, they were

never assimilated. The tiny elite were seen by the German people

as aliens and not even German, yet, they literally ran the country.

From this perspective, the rise of Hitler and the Nazi movement and

its strong anti-Jewish sentiments become much easier to

understand. Jewish propagandists today deny that the Jews were

so powerful in Germany at that time.
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Dr. Nahum Goldmann was an ardent Zionist who was denounced by
the Nazis as a secret Communist agent shortly after the Beer Hall
Putsch. He was stripped of his German citizenship in 1935 and later
emigrated to the United States. He helped Rabbi Stephen Wise
establish the World Jewish Congress and became one of the more
active perveyors of sensational, but false, tales of Nazi atrocities
against the Jews.

[Editor's Note: Note that Goldmann, though considered by the
National Socialist regime a 'secret Communist' - a serious offense -
was not 'exterminated' or executed as an enemy of the State, but
merely stripped of his German citizenship. This was typical for most
jews in Germany at the time.]

Jews Undermine German Culture

The Jews in Weimar Germany used their dominance in theater, film,
and newspapers to ridicule traditional German culture and German
ideals. Chiristianity was also targeted for ridicule. (That process is
now occuring in the United States.) This was a period when Berlin
gained an international reputation for decadence, debauchery, and
pornography, as depicted in the Boradway musical and later movie,
Cabaret, for example. Germany during the Weimar republic
underwent a virtually unparalelled period of social and cultural
upheaval, to a great extent a result of disillusionment over losing
the war and the unjust peace treaty which followed. Germans
began to question the meaning of life. In Weimar's early years,
Germany was a society which had been cut loose from its
traditional cultural morrings and set adrift.

The old norms and the old rules of social behavior didn't seem to
apply anymore. The war also produced a similar result in England
and America, though to a much lesser extent, causing a sort of
social malaise, as manifested in the so-called "lost generation."
The Jews used this climate of cultural uncertainty and loss of
confidence among the German people to undermine and destroy
what had remained of the traditional German culture.
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To make matters worse, Germany experienced a "runaway"
inflation in 1923 which nearly destroyed the German
economy. During the inflation, a loaf of bread cost four billion
Marks. The middle class was wiped out, their life savings
gone. Peple starved. Murder and violence were rampant,
including sexual murder, or lustmord, which became a
sensation in Weimar's tabloids. Women from once repectable
families could be seen prostituting themselves, their
daughters, and even their sons on the streets of Berlin in
order to survive. In the eyes of the world, Weimar Berlin
became the epitome of decadence. Women dressed like men
and flaunted their lesbian lovers. Nudity was everywhere. The
very word "Weimar" conjured up images of cabarets, cross-
dressers, open homosexuality and prostitution. Berlin, with
other German cities not far behind, became a Mecca of
scandal, moral degradation and nudity. Jewish control of the
news, information, and entertainment industries was the
perceived cause of this breakdown in public morals. It was
well established that Jews controlled prostitution and
pronography, as well as the white slave trade, during the
Weimar years. To use the language of today, the Nazis were
"socially conservative," even puritanical in outlook, and saw
themselves as the defenders of tradtional, conservative,
Christian, volkish German values. [Editor's Note: Unlike in
today's u.s., these were the otherwise dominant values of the
German people if left to their own accord.] They denounced
the licentiousness which had taken root in the country, and
attributed it to Jewish influences. Weimar debauchery was
the principle cause of the Nazi crackdown that followed.

The Jewish influence in all of this civil discord in Germany was
plain for anyone to see. A great majority of the Jews were
Communists, which posed a mortal threat to the average
German. The German people were fully aware of what had
been happening in Russia at the hands of the Bolshevik Jews.
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Additionally, due to the rampant inflation, for it literally did
take a wheel-barrow full of money to buy a loaf of bread, the
only people who were able to buy either property or goods
were those who could obtain money from outside the
country, which in most cases meant the Jews. In 1914, a
German mark was valued at around twenty-seven cents of
American money. In 1923, four million marks equalled twenty-
five cents. During this period many German families were
forced to sell everything they had in order to survive. Upper-
class Jews with foreign financial connections were able to
buy up much of Germany's material wealth for incredibly low
prices. So-called Jewish "carpetbaggers" were everywhere,
consuming the nation like parasites consume a cadaver. All
classes of Jews in Germany advanced themselves during the
Weimar years while economic conditions of ethnic Germans
steeply declined.

[Editor's Note: Note that in Goldmann's boast of Jewish
control in Germany, the ending date of the tribe's golden age
did not end until 1933 - the year Adolf Hitler and the National
Socialists assumed leadership. The Jews were not touched by
the horrors and losses that engulfed German life after WWI
and the Versaille pact of destruction.]

Germany had narrowly avoided a Bolshevik takeover of the
country similar to that which had occured in Russia; saved
from this fate, as it were, by the Freikorps, or private militias
composed of soldiers and officers who had recently returned
from the front. Nevertheless, from the beginning of the
Weimar Republic, a tense bifurcation of poltical power
existed between the Communists on the one hand, and right
wing poltical parties on the other, including the National
Socialists. As Germany staggerd under the weight of
economic chaos, that is, inflation, followed by depression, the
Jewish Community made a relentless, concerted effort to
take poltical control. Under the banner of Communism and
through control of finance (two heads of the same dragon),
the Jews threatened to take complete control of the country.
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An editorial in "The Daily Mail of London" of July 10, 1933 stated:
"The German nation. . . was rapidly falling under the

control of its alien elements. In the days of the pre-

Hitler regime there were twenty times as many Jewish

government officalis in Germany as had existed before

the war ( WWI) . Israelites of international attachemtns

were insinuating themselves into key positions in the

German administrative machine. "

Adolf Hitler said: "If the question is still asked why

National Socialism combats the Jewish element in

Germany so fanatically, the answer can only be,

because National Socialism wishes to establish a real

community of the people. Since we are National

Socialists, we cannot permit an alien race to impose

itself upon our working people as their leaders. "



In National Socialist Germany, Equal Rights meant Equal
Responsibility - A community working together for the
common well-being. Shared prosperity meant shared
responsiblity - all those who contributed their works were held
in equal esteem.. .no matter how seemingly 'menial' were their
occupations. THAT is what distinguished National Socialism
from the 'modern welfare state'.



What they hate is the Germany which sets a
dangerous example for them, this social Germany.
It is the Germany of SOCIAL LABOR, legislation
which they already hated before the World War
and which they still hate today. It is the Germany of
SOCIAL WELFARE, of SOCIAL EQUALITY, of
ELIMINATION of CLASS DIFFERENCES ‐ that is
what they hate! They hate this Germany which in
the course of seven years has labored to AFFORD
IT'S PEOPLE A DECENT LIFE. That is what they
hate! They hate this Germany which has
ELIMINATED UNEMPLOYMENT which in spite of
their wealth, they have not been able to eliminate.
That is what they hate! This Germany which
GRANTS IT'S LABORERS DECENT HOUSING ‐ this
is what they hate because they have a feeling their
own people could be 'infected' thereby!

It is their BIG MONEY MEN, their JEWISH and
NON‐JEWISH international barons, BANKING
BARONS etc.! Who hate us because they see
Germany a bad example potentially rousing other
peoples, especially their own people! Opposed to
this there stands a competely different world. In
that world the HIGHEST IDEAL is the STRUGGLE
for WEALTH, for CAPTIAL, for FAMILY
POSSESSIONS, for PERSONAL EGOISM:
everything else is merely a means to such ends. We
have solved our problems while, amzingly enough,
the capitalist countries and their currencies have
suffered bankruptcy.

The Fuhrer, Adolf Hitler, 1939
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